OAKRIDGE SCHOOL DISTRICT iPad/Chromebook USE AGREEMENT

This Equipment Use Agreement is between __________________________, Student, and
Oakridge School District (OSD). District and Student, for good, valuable and mutual
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, agree as follows:
1. Equipment: OSD assigns to this student the use of the following equipment:
Asset Tag #: _________________
Serial#: _________________
Case: _______________
Charger: ___________________
Charging Cable: ___________
Student Grade: _____________
2. Period of Possession: The term of this Use Agreement is for the current school year,
commencing immediately and terminating upon request to return or date of student departure,
relocation or transfer from the district, whichever is sooner. This Period of Possession will not be
extended for any reason.
3. Altering or Defacing Equipment: Student will not alter, disfigure, or cover up any
numbering, lettering, or insignia displayed on the Equipment.
4. Maintenance and Repair: The District agrees to keep the Equipment in good repair and
operating condition. Expenses of repair will include labor, material, parts, and similar items for
normal, reasonable wear and tear only.
5. Student agrees that the Equipment will be used appropriately, and will not knowingly
allow others to demonstrate unnecessarily rough usage, the Equipment will be used in
accordance with its design, and that its use will conform to all applicable laws, OSD
Board policies and regulations. The Student agrees not to knowingly allow the use of the
Equipment for illegal purposes or for operating any individual, personal or commercial
business.
6. Loss or Damage: Student will indemnify OSD against all loss or damage to Equipment which
occurs inside or outside of the Employee’s regular or assigned work locations when
carelessness or reckless treatment by the employee is the primary cause. Determination of fault
will be decided by District Administration after a review of the circumstances. If any item of
Equipment is destroyed or lost under these circumstances, Student’s liability will be the
reasonable replacement market value of the Equipment as of the date of loss.

7. Inspection by District: The OSD will have the right at any time to access the operational
history and usage logs. Additionally, the employee will, at the request of OSD, surrender the
above identified equipment without delay, adjustment, deletion or changing of configuration.
8. Title: Title or ownership to the Equipment will at all times remain with the OSD. Student will
give OSD immediate notice of any claim, levy, lien or legal process issued against the
Equipment. The Equipment is and will remain for the term of this use agreement OSD personal
property, notwithstanding any attachment of it or part of it to real property or improvements on
such real property.
The above stipulations and expectations must be agreed to by the Student and their
Parent/Guardian.

_________________________________________________ Date________________
Student
_________________________________________________ Date________________
Parent/Guardian

